MISSION STATEMENT

Amass and gate keep accurate, complete and current information for agencies to utilize in the safeguard of life and property.

VISION STATEMENT

To create an enterprising and network on information reliable with real time, accurate, and shared connectivity of managed information.

PROGRAM GOALS/OBJECTIVES

1. To provide an Information Management System, which disseminates and retrieves data covering all incidents, criminal activities, investigated by police officers and criminal investigators.

2. To collect data from all police district reports regarding all incidents and criminal activities investigated by police officers and criminal investigators. Including the number of offenses and arrests involving felony and misdemeanor cases within the jurisdiction of the Navajo Nation.

3. To provide timely and accurate data to criminal justice agency information users, to aid in prosecution, detention, and rehabilitation of offenders.

4. To maintain department records and coordinate an effective filing system, which include criminal/traffic history record, fingerprint cards, photographs, department arrests/offense/accident reports, and provide information to other criminal and non criminal justice agencies that comply with statutory requirements.

DATABASE FLOW CHART

NAVAJO POLICE DEPARTMENT

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SECTION

Hwy 264, Indian Route 12
Window Rock Boulevard
Window Rock, Navajo Nation (AZ) 86515
PHONE: (928)871-7621
FAX: (928)871-7971
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IPS is responsible for Tecnoax Ltd -

Disposals Processors

need to contact an NPD Disposal and/or Criminal/Traffic History Record. You will

For case Disposals on your NPD

NPD Contact Information

IPS only provide

For Non-Criminal/Traffic History Checks

Driver Contact Information

IPS will NOT process

These information can be requested from your insurance

We DO NOT process Non-Criminal History Checks

May take up to 6-8 weeks for response

IPS. If requested to be submitted by U.S. Mail or

dropped off at the disposal office and will be returned to

Chesapeake and Virginia Traffic History Record requests can be

the same fee as regular

appropriate for additional years that you have been charged.

We are not responsible for the number of years you

processed in Person must be 15 years old.

IPS FREE: $12.00 per Individual

Effective on July 01, 2018

Navajo Nation Tax has increased to 6%

Effective January 19, 2017

Office Hours:

Requirements to Obtain a Police Report, NPD Criminal/Traffic History Record, Finger-print, Replacement/Statistical

Technology Police Reports/NDP Criminal/Traffic History Record/ Fingerprint/Statistics

Information Management Section